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According to most research, relationship (social) networks are important to how entrepreneurs 
create value. Ask any business owner and most will tell you that the key to their success includes 
hard work, good luck and a strong social network. Our social networks can be used to identify 
and manage risk, as well as access and synthesize disconnected resources to develop innovative 
new products and businesses.  More recent research has delved into the importance of 
“multiplex” networks in the evolution of businesses. These studies have found that “multiplex” 
relationships are an important determinant of a business or entrepreneur’s capacity to innovate 
and adapt in an ever-changing economic landscape.  
 
But what is a multiplex network?   
 
A multiplex network, or “multiplexity” refers to the number of different types of relations that 
exist between two people. For example, John Doe and Jane Doe could be related because Jane is 
John’s boss, but outside of the workplace, Jane and John don’t interact. This is a ‘uniplex’ 
network. However, if Jane and John also attend the same church, and their kids both play 
baseball on the same little league team, then their relationship is a multiplex.  
 
In a business context, these relations can help establish trust which can come in handy when a 
business is looking to access expertise, or materials for a new product. For example, maybe John 
wants to start a new business and is looking for an investor. Bob is local investor, but Bob and 
John are only connected because they attend the same church. However, Bob and Jane are 
connected at church also, and perhaps Bob is Jane’s brother-in-law. Jane and Bob share a 
multiplex relationship, and because of Jane, Bob and John also share a multiplex relationship.  
 
Overall, the more two people share a set of relations, the higher the likelihood they will develop 
trust to help one another. The study of multiplex networks in both small and large firms has been 
used to help organizations build strategic business relationships. However, not all relationships 
are useful in as enterprise context, and the time investment to find and develop important 
business relationships can be costly. Yet, being able to explore multiplex relations can help firms 
identify key partnerships much more efficiently.   
 
Unfortunately, the study of multiplexity and particular the ability to optimize a network building 
strategy is complex. The mathematics is complex and there are very few software tools available 
to help firms employ multiplexity in their strategic planning. This has made it nearly impossible 
for smaller businesses to access and use these methods.   
 



Over the past 6 months, WSU Extension and the Community Intelligence Lab in Mason County 
have been developing new tools and technologies that can be used to study and model multiplex 
networks. The technology can enable firms to assess their strategic networks and develop new 
strategies for prioritizing investment in relationship building for procurement, technical capacity, 
accessing financing and more. The tools are open source and will be available for free download 
in Feb. 2018. 
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